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Final Reports & Candidate Outcomes

SI 623
Week 12
April 7, 2009
Suggested Report Outline

• Executive Summary
• Introduction to this study (background, brief lit review, why OBE, context)
• Project description (can put additional detail into appendix)
• “Candidate” outcomes (presentation & discussion of outcomes including graphic representation)
• Conclusions & recommendations (including suggestions for further studies, appropriate resources)
• Appendices
Appendices

• Bibliography & suggestions for further reading
• Design, data collection & analysis detail (including instruments, methods, timelines, codebook, additional tools used)
• Other appendices as appropriate for your study
Contributions Your Report Can Make
Sample Representations of “Candidate” Outcomes
Jennifer Tatomir
Nicole Robidoux
Becky Welzenback
Lisa McLaughlin
2009 “Candidate” Outcomes

• Activity(ies)
• Outcome(s) (& Evidence)
• Outcome domain(s)
• (Plus—can you relate your outcomes to any output data already collected?)
• (Plus—would you be able to recommend appropriate output data?)